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Abstract: 

Body image disturbance – a cause of distress amongst the general population and those 

diagnosed with various disorders – is often attributed to the media’s unrealistic depiction of ideal 

bodies. These ideals are strongly gendered, leading to pronounced fat concern amongst females, 

and a male preoccupation with muscularity. Recent research suggests that visual aftereffects may 

be fundamental to the misperception of body fat and muscle mass – the perceptual component of 

body image disturbance. This study sought to establish the influence of gender on these body 

aftereffects. Male and female observers were randomly assigned to one of four adaptation 

conditions (low fat, high fat, low muscle, and high muscle bodies) and were asked to adjust the 

apparent fat and muscle levels of male and female bodies to make them appear as ‘normal’ as 

possible both before and after adaptation. While neither the gender of observers or of body stimuli 

had a direct effect, aftereffect magnitude was significantly larger when observers viewed own-

gender (compared to other-gender) stimuli. This effect, which may be due to attentional factors, 

could have implications for the development of body image disturbance, given the preponderance 

of idealised own-gender bodies in media marketed to male and female consumers. 
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Body image disturbance is generally acknowledged to include two fundamental 

components (Garner & Garfinkel, 1981; Cash & Deagle, 1997). While the perceptual aspect – 

referred to as body size and shape misperception (BSSM) – involves the judgement that one’s 

body is larger or smaller than it truly is (Challinor et al., 2017), the attitudinal aspect – often 

referred to as body dissatisfaction – is concerned with an individual’s feelings about their size and 

shape (Cash & Brown, 1987). These two components often co-occur (e.g. Caspi et al., 2016; 

Taylor & Cooper, 1992), and have related associations and consequences. BSSM is a risk factor 

for depression and the development of eating disorders (Caspi et al., 2016; Cornelissen, McCarty, 

Cornelissen, & Tovée, 2017; Gardner & Brown, 2014; Molbert et al., 2017). Similarly, body 

dissatisfaction both among males (Griffiths, Mitchison, Mond et al., 2016) and females (Mond, 

Mitchison et al., 2013) is associated with many adverse consequences, including depression and 

low self-esteem (Paxton et al., 2006), and the development of conditions such as anorexia 

nervosa (Stice & Shaw, 2002) and muscle dysmorphia (Specter & Wiss, 2014). While the causes 

of body image disturbance and related disorders are complex and varied, the media is frequently 

ascribed a critical role. Specifically, internalization of media portrayals of extremely thin females 

and muscular males is thought to underpin erroneous perception of the self (Lopez-Guimera, 

Levine, Sanchez-Carracdeo, & Fauquet, 2010). While media influences have frequently been 

explored through social comparison frameworks (e.g. Harrison, 2000; Hobza et al., 2007; Lin & 

Kulik, 2002), recent research has attempted to uncover the perceptual mechanism behind the 

misperception of body size and shape. It has been suggested that this mechanism is the well-

known phenomenon of adaptation (Challinor et al., 2017; Brooks et al., 2020).  

The Adaptation Model of Body Size and Shape Misperception  

Visual adaptation is a phenomenon in which extended exposure to a stimulus causes an 

“aftereffect” in the form of a perceptual bias, distorting the appearance of subsequently seen 

stimuli (Thompson & Burr, 2009). A well-known example is the motion aftereffect (Addams, 1884; 

Mather, Verstraten & Anstis, 1998). After viewing an “adaptation stimulus” featuring downward 

motion for a short duration (e.g. 30seconds), stationary objects appear to move upwards – the 
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opposite direction to the adapting stimulus. Similar effects have been documented for other visual 

properties such as colour, orientation, or even complex attributes such as the gender of faces. For 

example, prolonged viewing of a typically female face can cause androgynous faces to appear 

distinctly masculine, and vice versa (Webster, Kaping Mizokami, & Duhamel, 2004). More 

recently, Winkler and Rhodes (2005) revealed that after exposure to horizontally compressed 

photos of human bodies, the body selected as most normal looking was thinner, compared to the 

pre-adapted selection, and vice versa. While these rudimentary image manipulations are 

somewhat unrealistic, the results have been corroborated by independent replications using the 

same technique (Brooks et al., 2018), and experiments using computer generated images 

simulating various Body Mass Index (BMI) values (Glauert et al., 2009; Sekunova, Black, 

Parkinson & Barton, 2013), or photographs altered using more realistic transformations (Brooks et 

al., 2016; Gould-Fensom et al., 2019; Hummel et al. 2012a,b; Stephen et al., 2016). These 

examples may have relevance to real-world cases of BSSM. If those who consume media 

featuring unusually thin models were to inspect their own body (in a mirror, for example), a visual 

aftereffect in this context would lead to the conclusion that they are considerably larger than they 

really are.  

Despite the use of various techniques, the aforementioned body adaptation studies all used 

manipulations mimicking changes of body fat. While body fat is a significant contributor to body 

size, and one that often forms the focus of eating disorder sufferers’ body image concerns, it is by 

no means the only important component of body composition. Muscularity is another critical 

dimension, and a source of BSSM for some, including those diagnosed with muscle dysmorphia. 

As with the overestimation of body fat, the underestimation of muscle mass has been attributed to 

the promotion of a muscular ideal by the media (Leit, Gray, & Pope Jr, 2002; Pope Jr, Olivardia, 

Gruber, & Borowiecki, 1999). If adaptation plays a role in these cases, it should be possible to 

demonstrate a misperception of muscularity as a consequence of laboratory exposure to images 

of muscular individuals. Recent research has presented evidence of such an effect, and has 
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demonstrated that aftereffects of muscle and fat are independent (Sturman, Stephen, Mond, 

Stevenson, & Brooks, 2017). 

Gendered Body Fat and Muscle Mass Ideals 

In regard to the figure-based concerns of the general population, a clear gender difference 

emerges when considering body composition as a two-dimensional construct. For females, body 

fat plays a role of particular salience, while muscle mass is a more prominent issue for males 

(McCreary & Sasse, 2000). For example, while females, on average, consider the ideal figure to 

be thinner than their perceived current form, males do not rate their own thinness as significantly 

different from the ideal. However, while males desire a significantly more muscular body, females 

do not, rating themselves as marginally more muscular than the ideal figure (Grossbard, 

Neighbors, & Larimer, 2011). Similarly, Vartanian et al. (2001) showed that while similar 

proportions of males considered themselves to be either too fat (27%) or too thin (26%), the 

discrepancy was large for females (56% vs 3% respectively). Yet for the muscularity dimension, it 

is males who show a large discrepancy (85% wishing to be more muscular, with only 2% wishing 

to reduce their muscularity). In this study, females also showed a slight overall preference for 

increased muscularity, although this was markedly less pronounced (rates of 56% and 22% 

respectively). Further, while the drive for muscularity is associated with higher levels of depression 

and lower levels of self-esteem in young males, there is no such association for females 

(McCreary & Sasse, 2000). In addition, males’ underestimation of muscularity, but not their 

exaggeration of fat, is correlated positively with depression and negatively with self-esteem, 

reaffirming that muscularity holds more importance for males (Olivardia et al., 2004). Differences 

of this kind observed in the general population are reflected in the gendering of clinical 

manifestations of body image disturbance, i.e., anorexia nervosa predominating in females and 

muscle dysmorphia in males (Mitchison & Mond, 2015; Murray, Griffiths, & Mond, 2016; Murray et 

al., 2017).  

The Present Study  
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Although fat/muscle-based gender differences in the attitudinal aspects of body image are 

well-known, there is currently no information available on gender differences in perceptual 

distortions for these dimensions of body composition. Given the links between attitudinal and 

perceptual aspects of body image disturbance, it may be reasonable to expect similar patterns of 

results. Further, no studies have examined gender differences in terms of the magnitude of body 

size and shape aftereffects. The present study aimed to fill this gap. By exposing both male and 

female observers to adapting images of male or female body stimuli that are high or low in body 

fat or muscle mass, we seek to compare the size of these effects between male and female 

observers and stimuli for the first time. If the BSSM issues experienced in the real-world are 

underpinned by adaptation to idealised images of bodies in the media, it is plausible that the 

observed gender differences may have an adaptation-based explanation. For example, an 

increased susceptibility of female observers to visual aftereffects of fat, and of male observers to 

aftereffects of muscle, possibly mediated by differences in attention to these dimensions of body 

composition, could contribute to gender differences. Alternatively, observations of increased 

malleability of the mental representation of fat mass for female bodies, and of muscle mass for 

male bodies, may provide an explanation for real-world gender differences in fat and muscle 

misperception. 

Firstly, it is expected that, in line with Sturman et al. (2017), contrasting aftereffects will be 

demonstrated following exposure to large and small bodies. While exposure to high levels of fat or 

muscle should result in elevated points of subjective normality (PSNs), exposure to low levels 

should reduce the PSN. Furthermore, separate aftereffects should be observed following exposure 

to bodies that are extreme in terms of their simulated fat vs. muscle mass. Our second group of 

predictions concerns effects of participant gender: larger fat aftereffects are expected for female 

than male observers, and larger muscle aftereffects are expected for male than female observers. 

The third group of predictions concerns effects of stimulus gender: larger fat aftereffects are 

expected for female than male stimuli, and larger muscle aftereffects are expected for male than 

female stimuli. In addition, it would be of interest to examine aftereffects of own-gender adaptation, 
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as the body image issues noted above (e.g. body dissatisfaction, discrepancies between 

perceived and ideal body composition) necessarily involve attitudes towards one’s own body, 

and/or a comparison with own-gender bodies. In particular, in correspondence with real-world 

patterns of body image disturbance, females would be expected to display a larger fat aftereffect 

than males when they view own-gender bodies, while males would display a larger muscle 

aftereffect than females when they view own-gender bodies.    

 

Method  

Methodological details were identical to those described in Sturman et al. (2017), except for 

the number of observers, and the ratio of participants of each gender. This study was performed in 

accordance with the relevant guidelines and regulations, and was approved by the University’s 

Human Research Ethics Committee. 

Observers 

128 undergraduate student observers were recruited (64 males, 64 females), either through 

the University’s Psychology Participant Pool (receiving course credit), or through e-mails to friends 

(receiving $20 compensation for their time). All had normal or corrected to normal vision, were 

over 18 years of age (M = 21.75 years, SD = 4.25) and were naïve to the experimental 

hypotheses. While the results of 64 of these participants (39 females, 25 males), have already 

been reported Sturman et al. (2017), the aforementioned report did not investigate the issue of 

gender, either of the observers or the stimuli. To allow analysis based on gender we recruited an 

additional 64 participants (25 females, 39 males) to form appropriately balanced groups, and to 

match the power of the previous investigation for analyses involving observer gender. Results for 

one participant were discarded due to an administrative error, and an additional participant was 

recruited to balance the experimental groups. All observers gave informed consent before 

participating.  

Stimuli and Apparatus  
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Stimuli were sourced from a database of images used in previous studies (Brierley, Brooks, 

Mond, Stevenson, & Stephen, 2016; Sturman, Stephen, Mond, Stevenson, & Brooks, 2017).  

Photographs were taken of subjects wearing standardised tight fitting grey singlets and shorts, 

posed in a standardised anatomical position from a frontal view. These were taken inside a booth 

painted in Munsell N5 neutral grey, and illuminated with 15 high accuracy d65 fluorescent Philips 

tubes in high frequency fixtures to reduce the effects of flicker. A Canon 50D digital camera was 

used, with exposure, ISO and custom white balance held constant. A Tanita SC 330 body 

composition analyser measured weight, body fat and muscle mass, while a fixed measuring tape 

was used to measure height. 

Images of male and female subjects were treated separately. The background of all images 

was rendered a uniform grey. Stimuli were then manipulated independently in terms of their 

apparent body fat and muscle mass using Psychomorph version 6 (Tiddeman, Burt & Perrett, 

2001). For each image, 130 landmark points were marked to delineate the features of the body. 

Regression analyses were used to calculate a standardised body fat score for each body that 

controlled for muscle mass and height, and a standardised muscle mass score that controlled for 

body fat and height (Brierley et al., 2016). Images with muscle mass more than 1 standard 

deviation from the mean were temporarily removed, after which the images were ranked by 

standardised body fat scores. The 10 highest ranked images for each sex were grouped, and the 

location of each landmark point was averaged to create a ‘high fat’ prototype for each sex, while 

the lowest 10 were averaged to create a ‘low fat’ prototype. The same process was repeated using 

muscle mass scores to create the ‘high muscle’ and ‘low muscle’ prototypes for each sex. 

However, due to the smaller sample of males with extreme muscle and average fat, only 5 images 

were used for the male ‘muscle’ prototypes. The difference in mean body fat and muscle mass for 

each prototype can be seen in Table 1. Independent samples t-tests showed significant 

differences in fat levels, but not muscle levels, for the ‘fat’ prototypes, and significant differences in 

muscle levels, but not fat levels, for the ‘muscle’ prototypes. 
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These prototype images allowed us to define the image transformations that accompany 

increases or decreases in body fat or muscle independently of any other aspects of the image, 

using Psychomorph. Twenty-five male and 25 female images with both body fat and muscle mass 

scores less than 1 standard deviation from the mean that were not used in the creation of the 

prototypes were selected as test identities for fat and muscle transformations. 

Each image was manipulated in 13 equidistant steps along the body fat dimension from a 

manipulation of 100% of the difference between the prototypes towards the low fat prototype and 

ending with a 100% manipulation towards the high fat prototype. Each of the 13 images were then 

individually manipulated in 13 equidistant steps along the muscle mass dimension from 100% of 

the difference between the prototypes towards the low muscle prototype and ending with a 100% 

manipulation towards the high muscle prototype. This resulted in a two-dimensional grid of images 

that increased incrementally by 13 steps along the body fat dimension and 13 steps along the 

muscle mass dimension, resulting in a set of 169 images for each test identity (see end-points for 

one male and one female subject in Figure 1). 

Images were formatted to 600 × 900 pixels for use as test stimuli and 450 × 675 pixels for 

use as adaptation stimuli to avoid low-level retinotopic adaptation aftereffects. The face of each 

image was obscured with a black square. For each observer, five identities were randomly 

selected as practice identities, 10 identities were randomly selected as test stimuli and the 

remaining 10 identities were used as the adaptation stimuli. 

A body manipulation tool divided the monitor into an invisible grid of 169 cells (13 cells 

across and 13 cells high), which correspond to the 169 images for each identity. When the mouse 

cursor, which was not visible to the observers, was placed over a cell the image with the 

corresponding fat and muscle score was displayed on the monitor. This allowed for independent 

manipulation of the dimensions of body fat and muscle mass using horizontal and vertical mouse 

movements. The initial fat and muscle value of the stimulus was randomised, and the location of 

the mouse cursor was not visible. 
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Matlab ® version 8.3 (R2014a) using Psychophysics Toolbox Version 3 (Kleiner et al., 

2007) was used to present all stimuli (including the body manipulation tool) and to control the 

experimental procedure. Images were displayed on a 19” Samsung 943BW colour monitor with a 

resolution of 1600x900 pixels.  

Procedure 

Male and female observers were randomly allocated to one of four adaptation conditions; 

low muscle, high muscle, low fat, or high fat. The experiment consisted of three phases; a practice 

block, a baseline block, and an adaptation block. All observers completed the procedure twice – 

once with male stimuli and once with female stimuli – in a counterbalanced order. Within each 

session there were 3 phases – practice, baseline testing and adaptation testing – all of which 

involved stimuli of the same gender. To minimise carry over effects, a ten-minute break was given 

between the first and second session. The duration of the entire experiment was approximately 30 

minutes.  

In the practice phase, observers were given instructions to manipulate each body stimulus 

using mouse movements until it appeared ‘as normal as possible’. However, they were not 

informed that they were manipulating fat and muscle, or which dimension or direction of mouse 

movement corresponded to which dimension or direction of body composition change. When 

satisfied with their manipulation, observers clicked the mouse to end the trial and proceeded to the 

next stimulus. The sound of a bell indicated the start of a new trial. Five practice identities were 

randomly selected from the 25 available stimuli of a given gender. No data were recorded during 

the practice phase. 

For baseline testing, observers were given identical instructions to those given in the 

practice phase. Ten randomly selected identities not used in the practice block were each 

presented twice in a pseudo-random order, such that all identities were presented once before 

repetition. No identity was presented twice in a row. At the conclusion of each trial, the body fat 

and muscle mass of the chosen image was recorded. Baseline PSNf (point of subjective normality: 

fat) and PSNm (point of subjective normality: muscle) were calculated as the average body fat and 
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muscle mass settings respectively across all 10 baseline test identities, and across both 

repetitions. 

The adaptation test block was identical to the baseline test block, except in the following 

respects. The 10 remaining test identities (not used for practice or baseline tests) were designated 

as adaptation stimuli. “Initial” adaptation involved exposure to these stimuli for a total of 120 s 

initial adaptation time (2 s per presentation, repeated 6 times for each of the 10 identities, shown 

in a random order), before the manipulation of any test stimulus. To prevent the decay of 

aftereffects during the experimental session, top-up adaptation was presented in between each 

test stimulus. This consisted of 6 identities (randomly selected from the 10 adaptation stimuli on 

each top-up), each presented for 1 s resulting in a total of 6 s for each top-up adaptation. The level 

of fat and muscle displayed in the adaptation stimuli were based on the observer’s baseline PSNf 

and PSNm settings. Those in the high and low fat conditions were presented with adaptation 

images that were 6 image steps higher (to a maximum of the largest stimulus available) or lower 

(to a minimum of the smallest stimulus available) than their baseline PSNf, and those in the high 

and low muscle conditions were given adaptation images 6 steps higher or lower than their 

baseline PSNm1. 

After testing, the two dependent variables – change in point of subjective normality for body 

fat (∆PSNfat) and change in point of subjective normality for muscle mass (∆PSNmusc) – were 

calculated separately by subtracting the PSN from the baseline block from the PSN recorded in 

the adaptation block. These values are expressed in terms of the percentage of the extremity of 

the adapting stimulus. While a positive ∆PSN represents an increase in the fat or muscle levels 

that are considered to be normal (and hence a visual aftereffect of size reduction), a negative 

 
1 As expected, the adaptation levels used were frequently fewer than six stimulus steps above or below the baseline level (i.e. on 
42% of occasions – see Table 3, Appendix). To check for systematic bias in the adaptation levels used for own- vs other-gender 
adaptation conditions, we performed two 2x2 ANOVAs (one for fat, and one for muscle adaptation conditions). While a main 
effect of adaptation direction confirmed that adaptation levels were significantly different for high vs. low fat (F(1,60) = 
1836.602, p < 0.0005, ηp

2 =.967) and for high and low muscle conditions (F(1,60) = 2013.309, p < 0.0005, ηp
2 =.970) as expected, 

there were no significant effects involving gender congruence. Further, we analysed the extremity of the adaptor, in terms of its 
difference (in stimulus steps) from each participant’s baseline PSN (see Table 4, Appendix). Again, main effects confirmed a 
significant difference between for high and low fat conditions (F(1,60) = 2569.403, p < 0.0005, ηp

2 =.976) and for high and low 
muscle conditions (F(1,60) = 2727.391, p < 0.0005, ηp

2 =.978), effects involving gender congruence were not significant.   
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∆PSN represents a reduction (and hence a visual aftereffect of size increase) as a result of 

adaptation. 

 

Results 

The first set of predictions concerned confirmation of previous fat and muscle aftereffect 

demonstrations. Relevant data are shown in figure 2, where changes in points of subjective 

normality for fat and muscle (the two dependent variables ∆PSNfat and ∆PSNmusc, respectively) are 

plotted simultaneously in a 2-D Cartesian “Body Space” for comparison with Sturman et al (2017). 

Results were analysed with two 2 x 2 (direction x dimension) between-subjects ANOVAs2, each 

concerning one of the two dependent variables (∆PSNfat and ∆PSNmusc). For ∆PSNfat, the 

expected main effect of adaptation direction shows that adaptation to high fat or muscle images 

produces more positive shifts than low fat or muscle adaptors, F(1,124) = 96.458, p < .0005, ηp2 = 

.438. A significant interaction, F(1,124) = 53.890, p < .0005, ηp2 = .303 confirmed that ∆PSNfat 

settings were affected differently by fat and muscle adaptation, with larger effects for fat 

adaptation. Considering ∆PSNmusc, a complimentary pattern of results emerges. A main effect of 

adaptation direction demonstrates that high fat or muscle adaptors produced more positive shifts 

than low fat or muscle adaptors, F(1,124) = 43.697, p < .0005, ηp2 = .261. A significant interaction 

F(1,124) = 4.081, p = .046, ηp2 = .032 confirmed that muscle adaptation has a significantly greater 

effect on ∆PSNmusc than fat adaptation. These results confirm the effectiveness of images high and 

low in fat and muscle in producing visual adaptation, and the independence of the fat and muscle 

aftereffects.  

The second set of predictions concerned differences in adaptation patterns between 

observers of different genders, while the third concerned differences when using stimuli of different 

genders. To test these predictions, a pair of 2 (adaptation direction) x 2 (observer gender) x 2 

 
2 Inspection of Q-Q plots and statistical tests failed to find evidence of substantial departures from normal distribution (3 
significant results out of 32 conditions in Kolmogorov-Smirnoff and Shapiro-Wilk tests). Levene’s test gave no reason to reject 
the null hypothesis that the error variance of any dependent variable was equal across groups (homoscedasticity assumption). As 
such, ANOVA, which is robust to violations of the assumption of normality (Blanca, Alarcón, Bono & Bendayan, 2017), and is 
robust to violations of homoscedasticity when sample sizes are equal, was considered an appropriate test. 
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(stimulus gender) mixed ANOVAs was conducted. The first, including only conditions where 

adaptors were high or low in fat, used ∆PSNfat as the dependent variable (see figure 3). Although 

a main effect of adaptation direction was again demonstrated F(1,60) = 106.627, p < .0005, ηp2 = 

.640, neither the interaction between adaptation direction and observer gender nor the interaction 

between adaptation direction and stimulus gender was significant (p > .05). However, a significant 

3-way interaction between adaptation direction, observer gender and stimulus gender was 

demonstrated F(1, 60) = 5.119, p = .8027, ηp2 = .079. The second 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA was restricted 

to conditions where adaptors were high or low in muscle, and used ∆PSNmusc as the dependent 

variable (see figure 4). As in the fat analysis, a main effect of adaptation direction F(1,60) = 

31.638, p < .0005, ηp2 = .345, was accompanied by neither an interaction between adaptation 

direction and observer gender, nor an interaction between adaptation direction and stimulus 

gender (p > .05). Again, a significant 3-way interaction was evident F(1, 60) = 6.106, p = .016, ηp2 

= .092.  

The fourth set of predictions involved comparisons of aftereffect magnitude shown by male 

vs female observers when own-gender stimuli were used. When adapted to low fat bodies, there 

was no significant difference between mean ∆PSNfat for male vs. female observers t(30)=.610, 

p=.546, Cohen’s d=.216. Adaptation to high fat bodies also failed to yield a significant difference 

between mean ∆PSNfat for male vs. female observers t(30)=-.352, p=.728, Cohen’s d=.124. 

Similar results were shown when analysing ∆PSNmusc after adaptation to own-gender bodies.  

Males vs. females showed no differences after adaptation to either low muscle bodies t(30)=.285, 

p=.778, Cohen’s d=.101 or high muscle bodies t(30)=.817, p=.420, Cohen’s d=.289. 

To further investigate the 3-way interaction for both dependent variables, additional 

analyses were conducted. Independent variables concerning observer gender (male/female) and 

stimulus gender (male/female) were replaced with a new variable named “gender match” 

(same/different), concerning the congruence of gender between observer and stimulus. Results 

pertaining to this analysis can be seen in figure 5. Concerning the ∆PSNfat dependent variable, a 2 

(adaptation direction) x 2 (gender congruence) ANOVA using only the fat adaptation conditions, 
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again showed a main effect of adaptation direction F(1,62) = 105.499, p < .0005, ηp2 = .630, 

accompanied by a significant adaptation direction x gender congruence interaction F(1,62) = 

4.928, p = .030, ηp2 = .074. Similarly, when analysing the ∆PSNmusc dependent variable, a 2 

(adaptation direction) x 2 (gender congruence) ANOVA using only the muscle adaptation 

conditions showed a main effect of adaptation direction F(1,62) = 32.624, p < .0005, ηp2 = .345, 

with a significant adaptation direction x gender congruence interaction F(1,62) = 5.989, p = .017, 

ηp2 = .088. These results demonstrate that for both adaptation to extreme levels of fat and 

adaptation to extreme levels of muscle, aftereffects are significantly larger when observers view 

stimuli of their own gender, compared to other gender stimuli3. 

 

Discussion 

Aftereffects of Fat and Muscle    

Results of the present investigation corroborate the findings of Sturman et al. (2017) in 

demonstrating a dissociation between visual processing and encoding of body fat and muscle 

mass. If the visual system encoded only the property of body size, exposure to bodies that are low 

(high) in terms of fat and muscle should produce the same effects. This was not the case. For low 

(high) body fat adaptation stimuli, results are consistent with an aftereffect of increased 

(decreased) body fat, such that the participant must decrease (increase) fat levels to produce an 

image that appears normal. However, these adaptation stimuli cause little or no change in 

perceived levels of muscle mass. The converse is true for adaptation stimuli that are low (high) in 

muscle mass. While the use of previously reported data from Sturman et al. (2017) means that 

these findings do not represent an independent replication, they nevertheless demonstrate that 

the additional participants used in this study behave in a consistent way. 

While these measurements are consistent with the idea of a shift in the appearance of test 

stimuli following exposure, it should be remembered that, as for all other perceptual aftereffects, 

 
3 At the request of an anonymous reviewer, additional unplanned statistical tests were performed to check whether there were 
significant differences in the baseline PSNs for muscle or fat for own- vs. other-gender stimuli (see Table 2, Appendix, for means 
and SDs). In these two 2x2 ANOVAs (one for perceived fat, one for perceived muscle), no statistically significant effects emerged 
(all p’s > 0.05).  
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they may also be consistent with changes in decision criteria. This possibility is often overlooked 

for low-level adaptation (e.g. the motion aftereffect mentioned in the introduction), partially due to 

the compelling nature of the aftereffects, and to the fact that more rigorous measurement 

techniques are available (Storrs, 2015). Adaptation to high-level stimulus attributes such as body 

size and shape often produces more subtle effects that may be interpreted as changes in the 

criterion for what constitutes “normality” (or averageness), with no actual change in perception per 

se. While this observation may be important when attempting to uncover the underlying 

mechanisms of high-level perception, in terms of the application to real-world instances of body 

image disturbance, the issue of whether the effect is strictly perceptual or involves a decision-level 

bias may be moot. Either way, these phenomena are apparent in the real-world, both in terms of 

body fat and muscle mass, and are associated with significant distress for those affected.       

Effects of Observer Gender and Stimulus Gender 

The present investigation extended upon currently available literature by investigating the 

role of gender in body fat and muscle mass aftereffects. The gender-based a priori predictions of 

the current investigation were not supported. Conditions involving female observers or stimuli did 

not involve larger fat aftereffects than those involving male observers/stimuli, and conditions with 

male observers/stimuli did not involve larger muscle aftereffects than those involving female 

observers/stimuli. Further, there were no gender differences in the size of fat or muscle 

aftereffects even when considering only the conditions where own-gender stimuli were used, 

despite the fact that these hypotheses might more closely correspond to the body dissatisfaction 

observations alluded to in the introduction. As such, it does not appear that gender differences in 

the rates of occurrence of muscle and fat concerns can be explained by gender differences in 

susceptibility to fat and muscle aftereffects, or by gender differences in the malleability of mental 

representations of body fat or muscularity, in response to adaptation. Nevertheless, adaptation-

based explanations cannot be ruled out. To allow a fair comparison between the effects of 

adaptation to bodies that were high and low in fat or muscle, the current study employed 

adaptation stimuli of female and male bodies with matched levels of muscle and fat mass, 
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presented to observers of each gender for equal periods of time. However, in the real-world, 

media targeted at male consumers features rather different male and female body compositions to 

those promoted in media marketed to females (e.g., Frederick, Fessler, & Haselton, 2005), leading 

to very different patterns of exposure. While males tend to be more frequently exposed to highly 

muscular male bodies in the media they choose to consume (e.g., professional sportsmen), 

females tend to be more frequently exposed to very thin female bodies (e.g., fashion models). 

These patterns alone allow us to predict adaptation-induced gender differences in the fat and 

muscle levels that constitute the norm for females and males without the need to appeal to 

differences in susceptibility, or to differences in the malleability of the representation of fat and 

muscle mass. 

Effect of Gender Congruence 

While the predicted straightforward effects of observer gender and stimulus gender failed to 

materialise, an unexpected, more complex effect of gender was evident. For both the muscle and 

fat dimensions, aftereffects were larger when observers were exposed to and judged bodies from 

their own gender group, compared to bodies of a different gender. This effect is reminiscent of the 

previous demonstration that aftereffects of perceived gender typicality can be enhanced when 

participants are exposed to body silhouettes of their own gender (Palumbo et al., 2013). Although 

the reasons for this effect are not clear, attention may be considered a potential contributor.  

It has been shown, across a variety of paradigms, that where females tend to pay more 

attention to other females, males tend to preferentially attend to other males. As children progress 

developmentally, they tend to exhibit a significantly greater preference for watching own-gender 

models rather than other-gender models (Slaby & Frey, 1975). In studies measuring adult 

subjects’ eye movements, similar patterns of fixations arise (Hewig et al., 2008; Mercer Moss, 

Baddeley, Canagarajah, 2012). Previous studies have demonstrated that when attention is 

directed toward a target stimulus, neural activity is amplified (e.g. Pestilli, Viera, & Carrasco, 

2007). The increased neural activity is associated with more substantial adaptation, eliciting 

greater aftereffects for stimuli that are the subject of attention. One example of the attentional 
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enhancement of adaptation is the case of attention contingent motion aftereffects. Here, attending 

to motion in one direction and ignoring motion in the other direction produces an aftereffect 

congruent with direction to which attention was directed (Culham, Verstraten, Ashida, & 

Cavanagh, 2000). Similar results have been reported for high-level aspects of complex stimuli 

such as facial identity (Rhodes et al., 2011). More recently, attentional effects have been shown in 

two empirical demonstrations of body size and shape aftereffects (Stephen et al., 2018; 2019). 

Although the source of the own-gender bias demonstrated in this study cannot be confirmed, it 

seems likely that this could be explained by enhanced attention to own gender stimuli, resulting in 

larger aftereffects for these conditions. 

Regardless of its root cause, the observation of larger aftereffects for own gender stimuli 

may have relevance for real-world examples of BSSM. The suggestion that adaptation may 

underlie such cases is predicated on the idea that exposure to idealised bodies may cause a 

change to the observer’s perception of body size and shape, which is manifested when the 

observer views their own body (for example, in a mirror). Given the prevalence of idealised own-

gender models that appear in media marketed to males and females, and the body composition of 

these figures (Frederick et al., 2005), this means that adaptation is more likely to occur, and may 

be larger in magnitude in the real-world than if adaptation had been larger for other-gender stimuli. 

Consistent with this result and its implications, it has recently been demonstrated that aftereffects 

are larger when the gender of adaptation and test stimuli are congruent, as they were in this study 

(Brooks et al., 2020). 

Conclusions 

Visual adaptation to bodies that are extreme in their level of fat or muscle can cause 

aftereffects of perceived body size and shape. While adaptation to low (high) levels of fat causes 

subsequently seen bodies to appear higher in fat than they really are, adaptation to low (high) 

levels of muscle causes similar perceptual distortions of increased (decreased) muscularity. These 

effects do not differ significantly between male vs. female observers, or between male vs. female 

body stimuli. However, both males and females exhibit significantly larger aftereffects following 
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exposure to own gender compared to other gender stimuli. These findings suggest distinct 

differences in the way in which gendered body stimuli are encoded. While the mechanisms by 

which these trends arise are presently unclear, an attentional bias is proposed.  
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Table 1   

Comparisons of Body Composition between Prototype Images 
Prototypes Fat difference (kg) Muscle difference (kg) 

High fat vs low fat male 11.8* 2.6  

High muscle vs low muscle  male 1.2  8.9* 

High fat vs low fat female 12.0** -1.5  

High muscle vs low muscle  female 0.7  7.4* 

*p < .05 **p<.01 
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1. Examples of a female and a male body manipulated along the body fat and muscle mass 

dimensions, with the original image (centre) and 100% manipulations towards the low fat, high fat, 

low muscle and high muscle prototypes. 

 

Figure 2. Changes in perceived fat mass (∆PSNfat) and muscle mass (∆PSNmusc) caused by 

adaptation, plotted in 2-D Cartesian body space, for all observers and stimuli. Error bars represent 

95%CIs. 

 

Figure 3. Changes in perceived fat mass (∆PSNfat) caused by adaptation to stimuli either high 

(top) or low (bottom) in body fat, for all observers and stimuli. Error bars represent SEMs. 

 

Figure 4. Changes in perceived muscle mass (∆PSNmusc) caused by adaptation to stimuli either 

high (top) or low (bottom) in muscle, for all observers and stimuli. Error bars represent SEMs. 

 

Figure 5. Changes in perceived fat mass (∆PSNfat, top) and muscle mass (∆PSNmusc, bottom) 

plotted as a function of gender congruence (i.e. observers and stimuli whose gender was either 

the same or different). Error bars represent SEMs. 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Appendix 

 
Table 2:  

Baseline PSN Means (SDs) 
Adaptation 
Dimension 

Adaptation 
Direction 

Observer 
Gender 

Female 
Fat 

Female 
Muscle 

Male 
Fat 

Male 
Muscle 

Same 
Fat 

Same 
Muscle 

Different 
Fat 

Different 
Muscle 

Fat 
 

Low 
 

Male 5.38 
(1.86) 

6.88 
(1.61) 

7.09 
(1.42) 

6.11 
(1.53) 6.48 

(1.81) 
6.12 

(2.10) 
5.83 

(1.74) 
6.77 

(1.48) Female 5.86 
(1.99) 

6.13 
(2.44) 

6.28 
(1.55) 

6.65 
(1.37) 

High 
 

Male 4.77 
(2.19) 

6.38 
(2.00) 

6.06 
(1.31) 

6.23 
(1.48) 6.06 

(1.90) 
6.81 

(1.59) 
5.74 

(2.29) 
6.72 

(1.65) Female 6.05 
(2.40) 

7.39 
(1.53) 

6.71 
(2.02) 

7.05 
(1.16) 

Muscle 
 

Low 
 

Male 5.06 
(2.23) 

5.54 
(2.46) 

5.87 
(0.94) 

6.11 
(1.43) 6.05 

(1.50) 
6.74 

(1.83) 
6.24 

(2.10) 
6.54 

(2.20) Female 6.24 
(1.91) 

7.38 
(2.00) 

7.42 
(1.07) 

7.53 
(1.36) 

High 
 

Male 6.60 
(1.41) 

6.93 
(1.46) 

6.95 
(1.16) 

7.02 
(1.42) 6.48 

(1.57) 
6.86 

(1.27) 
6.70 

(1.16) 
6.61 

(1.52) Female 6.00 
(1.81) 

6.70 
(1.13) 

6.80 
(0.88) 

6.28 
(1.55) 

 
Table 2. Baseline PSN means and standard deviations (in brackets) for all groups and conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3:  

Adaptation Level Means (SDs) 
Adaptation 
Dimension 

Adaptation 
Direction 

Observer 
Gender 

Female 
Fat 

Female 
Muscle 

Male 
Fat 

Male 
Muscle 

Same 
Fat 

Same 
Muscle 

Different 
Fat 

Different 
Muscle 

Fat 
 

Low 
 

Male 0.38 
(0.62)  1.31 

(1.40)  1.03 
(1.20)  0.59 

(0.80)  
Female 0.75 

(0.93)  0.81 
(0.91)  

High 
 

Male 10.38 
(1.59)  11.44 

(0.81)  11.25 
(1.27)  10.94 

(1.50)  
Female 11.06 

(1.61)  11.50 
(1.21)  

Muscle 
 

Low 
 

Male  0.75 
(1.57)  0.63 

(1.02)  1.06 
(1.41)  1.16 

(1.44) Female  1.50 
(1.63)  1.56 

(1.21) 

High 
 

Male  11.69 
(0.79)  11.81 

(0.40)  11.78 
(0.49)  11.63 

(0.79) Female  11.75 
(0.58)  11.56 

(0.81) 
 
Table 3: Adaptor level means and standard deviations (in brackets) used in all conditions. While 0 represents the lowest value 
stimulus in the set, 12 represents the highest. 
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Table 4:  

Adaptor Extremity Means (SDs) 
Adaptation 
Dimension 

Adaptation 
Direction 

Observer 
Gender 

Female 
Fat 

Female 
Muscle 

Male 
Fat 

Male 
Muscle 

Same 
Fat 

Same 
Muscle 

Different 
Fat 

Different 
Muscle 

Fat 
 

Low 
 

Male -5.00 
(1.51)  -5.78 

(0.28)  -5.44 
(1.02)  -5.23 

(1.24)  
Female -5.11 

(1.35)  -5.47 
(0.89)  

High 
 

Male 5.61 
(0.93)  5.38 

(0.70)  5.19 
(0.86)  5.20 

(1.15)  
Female 5.01 

(0.99)  4.79 
(1.22)  

Muscle 
 

Low 
 

Male  -4.79 
(1.38)  -5.48 

(0.72)  -5.68 
(0.71)  -5.38 

(1.17) Female  -5.88 
(0.67)  -5.97 

(0.43) 

High 
 

Male  4.76 
(0.83)  4.80 

(1.18)  4.92 
(0.98)  5.02 

(0.93) Female  5.05 
(0.76)  5.28 

(0.98) 
 
Table 4: Adaptor extremity means and standard deviations (in brackets) used in all conditions. Adaptor extremity represents the 
difference between the adaptor level and the baseline in stimulus steps, and was calculated independently for each observer. 
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